First battery operated LED Navigation light approved by USCG.
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US Coastguard approves Navi light 360° 2NM and Navi light TriColor 2NM for two
nautical miles
First battery operated LED Navigation light to receive this approval
Waterproof, floatable, easy to mount and use
No wires – use as a dedicated light or backup navigation for any size vessel up to
12 meters
Norwegian lighting manufacturer Navisafe has achieved US Coastguard (USCG) approval
for its award-winning Navi light. The super bright battery operated LED light is the first of its
kind to receive two nautical miles approval as a navigation light: establishing it as an
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essential item of safety equipment for seafarers.
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International COLREG RULE 22, Visibility of Lights, means that Navi light is now approved
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Navi light has a unique design: it combines a waterproof, floatable; super bright LED light
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